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to support other activities in the software life cycle. In particular, we are developing an abstraction, versioned software architecture, to support the activities of configuration
management and software deployment. This abstraction is
similar to software architecture in that it allows the modeling of components, interconnections, behaviors, and conAdditionally,
though, it models the existence of
straints.
multiple versions of these elements and, indeed, of architectures themselves.
Figure 1 illustrates the role that the abstraction plays in
supporting the activities of configuration management and
software deployment. Both activities still manage the artifacts that they create, but do so in terms of versioned software architecture. This raises the level of abstraction with
which the configuration management and software deployment activities are carried out, reduces overall modeling effort throughout the life of a system, and reduces the context
switching that typically occurs between these two activities.
In the remainder of this position paper we first motivate why we have chosen versioned software architecture as
our organizing abstraction. We then present some example
scenarios that we intend to support, and conclude with an
outlook at the future work that remains to be done.

Abstract

In this position paper we introduce a novel use of software
architecture. Rather than following the traditional focus on
design, we propose to use the notion of versioned software
architecture to support other activities in the software life
cycle. In particular, we are investigating how the activities of configuration management and software deployment
can benefit from the availability of an explicit architectural
representation that is enhanced with versioning capabilities.
Below, we present some of the initial results of this investigation. We motivate our research into versioned software
architecture, present some usage scenarios in the context
of configuration management and software deployment, and
conclude with an outlook at the future work that remains
to be done.
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Introduction

The ability to accurately describe the high-level design of a
software system is at the heart of the discipline of software
architecture. Much research has gone into developing architecture description Ian ages (ADLs) in which a design can
be precisely captured. P Although a large number of ADLs
have been created, the set of features commonly found in
these languages is fairly stable, and it can be expected that
the modeling capabilities of the various languages will converge sometime in the future.
Additional research has been concerned with the verification of particular properties of an architecture once it
has been created. Methods exist that, for example, can verify whether an architecture is free of deadlock (1) or whether
an architecture eventually reaches a certain desired state (21.
Other ADLs lend themselves to the detection of inconsistencies among components that have been put together in an
architecture. Architectural mismatches, such as competing
threads of control, have been uncovered this way (31.
Our research takes software architecture in a rather different direction. As opposed to focusing on design, we intend to leverage existing ADLs and their analysis methods
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Motivation

Versioned software architecture combines the concepts of
software architecture and versioning.
We have chosen to
use this combination as our abstraction for a number of reai
sons. Let us first consider the reasons for choosing software
architecture as part of the abstraction.
l
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Architecture adds structure to process. Both the activities of configuration management and software deployment require knowledge about the structure of the
system upon which they operate. Consider, for example, the ability to identify the components of a system
that need to be redeployed when the system has been
modified, or the ability to version components as opposed to individual source files. To be able to carry
out these activities in terms of architectural structure
matches the actual software process much closer than
the typical low-level support that is embodied in most
existing tools.
Software architecture
description
languages model
other information
about a system besides its structure. This information can be exploited for configuration management and software deployment purposes.

Figure 1: Versioned Software Architecture.
In particular,
component behavior, component constraints, and architectural constraints can be leveraged
to ensure the consistency of a particular system configuration. Especially when a system configuration is
selected out of a set of versions of components, or when
components need to be dynamically replaced in a continuously running system, the ability to verify architectural consistency of the system before the actual,
potentially damaging action is taken, is important.

the difference among multiple versions of an architecture. Consider a deployment system that only deploys
and updates those components of a system that have
changed, or a configuration management system that,
based on the difference between two revisions of an
architecture, only recompiles the minimum number of
components.
A versioned software architecture contains the information that is needed to support such
activities.

. Architectural information is incorporated in new languages that are invented to support configuration management and software deployment.
Most notably,
PCL [7], a language for system modeling that originated in the configuration management discipline, and
the Software Dock [4], a generic framework that supports software deployment, have adopted constructs to
model the structure of a system. These constructs are
similar to the ones commonly found in ADLs. This
mere fact suggests that a common, architectural abstraction can be used as a basis for supporting these
activities.

It is for these reasons that we have chosen our abstraction
to be the combination of software architecture and versioning. We are currently working on an implementation of the
abstraction, which is based on Darwin [5] and its ability to
specify constraints and behaviors as labeled transition systems [2].
3
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Scenarios

Although we have not yet constructed a configuration management or software deployment system that is based on the
concept of versioned software architecture, we already have
identified some of the desired and novel capabilities that are
facilitated by the use of versioned software architecture in
these domains. Below, we present a number of scenarios
that highlight these capabilities.

These reasons illustrate that software architecture by itself
would significantly enhance the activities of configuration
management and software deployment. However, the addition of versioning to software architecture has the potential
to advance these activities even further. Consider the following three arguments.
l

Usage

Component-based
workspace
management.
A typical use
of a configuration management system is one in which the
set of source files that constitute a system is broken down
into smaller groups that, in essence, represent system components.
Often, this is a manual process for which little support is provided. Consequently, the initial partition
tends to become out of date as the architecture of a system changes. An explicit architecture-based
configuration
management system cannot only automatically
create an
initial set of views that represent each component in the
system, but also update the views when the system architecture changes by repartitioning
the source files.

Architectures evolve. As a system evolves, so does its
architecture.
Even though the architecture is meant
to be relatively stable, this cannot always be guaranteed. In particular, if the architecture not only models the top-level design of a system, but also incorpo
rates lower-level design choices, it can be expected to
change. These changes need to be managed by tracking and managing multiple versions of an architecture.
A single architecture can exist in multiple variants.
Different hardware platforms, the availability
of different subsystems, and the existence of optional components all may require different solutions for a single
system. These solutions all have to be captured in the
software architecture. Consequently, the variability of
this architecture has to be managed.

Architecture-aware
implementation
verification.
Not only
does an architecture-based
configuration management system allow the progression of changes from an architecture to
the system that it manages, the reverse can also be achieved.
In particular, when components are checked in after changes
have been made, the configuration
management
system can
verify whether the changes that have been made to the component represent architectural changes. Specifically, if new

The activities of configuration management and software deployment can benefit from an understanding of
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connections are created, a developer can be notified that
these changes are architectural
changes that tend to have
a rather significant impact. Even if the developer accepts
the changes, the actual architecture of the system can be
updated. Architectural
erosion can be reduced in this way.
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Conclusions

In this position paper, we have laid out our plans to develop
and use the abstraction of versioned software architecture.
Although we believe the abstraction is useful in supporting
other activities as well, our initial goal is to investigate how
the activities of configuration management and software deployment can be enhanced. To this extent, we are planning
on creating example configuration management and software
deployment systems that demonstrate the scenarios we have
presented.
Obviously, our solution heavily relies on the existence of
a mapping, not only among the components in an architecture and the source files that implement the architecture,
but also among the components and the executables that
eventually will contain them. Besides the development of a
representation for versioned software architecture, creating
a solution to this mapping problem will be one of the first
activities that our research will address.

Minimal
recompilation.
Architectural connections can also
be used to improve the build process. In particular, through
analysis of component behaviors and connections it is possible to determine which source files need to be recompiled.
Consider, for example, two components that each use some
of the services provided by the other. Any change in the
interface of one of the components usually leads to the recompilation of the source files of both. However, if behavioral analysis determines that the second component is not
influenced by the change to the interface of the first one,
the source files of the second component do not have to be
recompiled and an optimization
in recompilation effort is
achieved.
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Consistency
verification
of a selection.
Another kind of
optimization
can be achieved even before the build process
takes place. Typically, a selection of particular versions of
components is chosen as a system configuration to be constructed. Using architectural constraints and behaviors, the
consistency of the selection can be verified. This is important, because the build process does not necessarily fail if an
inconsistent configuration is selected. Even careful testing
might not reveal the existence of a problem, and an erroneous system could be delivered to a customer.
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